Use wide-ranging vocabulary!
VCOP

Use interesting connectives!

and

but so then because when

if after while as well as although however also besides even though never the less

in addition to contrary to despite so as to

Use complex sentence structures appropriately. Vary sentence length and word order to keep your reader interested.
VCOP

Use interesting sentence openers!

Openers Pyramid

First... Then... Next... So...
Last... But... Another thing...
The last time... Soon... At last...
If... Another time... Because... After...

Another thing... After a while...
Although... Afterwards... Before...
Eventually... Sometimes... Often...

Never... Always... Besides... Even though...
Meanwhile... Before very long...
However... In addition... Despite...
An important thing... We always... If/then... I felt as...
Although I had...
I discovered... Having decided... I actually...
Despite... Due to...
As time went...
Use of adjectives eg. The golden sun, The grumpy old man etc.

Having...
Use complex sentence structures appropriately.
Vary sentence length and word order to keep the reader interested.
VCOP

Punctuate!

Punctuation Pyramid